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VO:   Please settle down. In just a few minutes, Excellance 

  2017 will be unveiled. 

VO:  Please rise for the invocation to be led by, Sophia 

Sioco, accompanied by Paul Sugano, followed by the 

singing of the Lupang Hinirang and Himno del Colegio 

de Letran.  

   (INVOCATION-Prayer with  ) 

 PNA 

 HIMNO 

VO:   Live from the Harbor Garden Tent of Sofitel Plaza 

Manila! 

Welcome to the 15th Excellance 2017, Awards for 

Communication Excellence: Vibrant in Green! 

 OBB 

 OPENING NUMBER 

VO:  And now, your lovely hosts for the evening. Ladies 

 and  Knights, let us welcome the ICOMM Presidents, 

 Jamie Garcesa, Danica Gonzales, Samsara Go and Jeo

 Velasco! 

 ENTER H1, H2, H3 AND H4 

HOSTS:  Good Evening, Institute of Communication! 

JAMIE:  Hello my fellow Letranites, Welcome to Excellance: 

Awards for Communication Excellence. I am JAMIE 

GARCESA, from the Class of Cunning Scribes: 

Journalism! 

SAMSARA:  I’m SAMSARA GO, from the Circle of the Creative Minds: 

  Advertising! 

DANICA:  I’m DANICA GONZALES, from the Masters of Production: 

 Broadcasting! 

JEO:  And I’m JEO VELASCO, from the Jack of All Trades:

 Communication! 

DANICA:  Hi guys! It’s so good to see me, isn’t it? 
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JAMIE:  Yan ang gusto namin sa’yo, Danica! 

JEO:  And so, before anything else happens in this stage, 

 we would like to acknowledge the presence of our dear 

administrators: Rector and President, Father Clarence 

Victor Marquez of the Order of Preachers; Vice 

President for Administration and Executive Vice 

President, Father Boyd Sulpico of the Order of 

Preachers; Vice President for Financial Affairs Father 

Lauro de Dios of the Order of Preachers; Athletics 

Moderator Father Victor Calvo of the Order of the 

Preachers; Vice President for the Academic Affairs, 

Associate Prof. Cristina Castro-Cabral; Office of the 

Student Welfare and Development Director Asst. Prof. 

Catherine Sanchez; and the Dean of the College of 

Liberal Arts and Sciences Asst. Prof. Darwin Rungduin. 

JAMIE:  Good evening dear administrators. Please do enjoy the 

night.  

SAM:  and look at our audiences tonight, guys, wow. You all 

look stunning in your gowns and suits. 

JEO: seems like you all prepared well for our anticipated 

event tonight because your get-ups are all shining, 

shimmering and all conceited adjectives you know.  

DANICA:  You know what, when I entered the venue I thought I was 

in Emerald City. Because everybody is really in green.  

SAM: Do you want to know why our theme for this year is 

green? That’s because color green signifies new 

beginnings. 

JEO: According to the Pantone Color Academy, Greenery is 

the color of the year. 

JAMIE: And since ICOMM celebrated its 10
th
 year last 2016, we 

are set to start anew this academic year. It marks the 

dawn of ICOMM’s new journey as it continues to grow 
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and flourish. 

JEO: Yah-huh. And speaking of gulayan-,I mean, Emerald 

City, I happened to see some fairies around. 

DANICA: Yes, you heard it right guys.  And those fairies are 

one of a kind because instead of wishes, they’ll give 

you thesis, productions and school works. No, they’re 

not walking nightmares, they just really are like 

that.  

SAM:   but without their efforts and passion, the success of 

Institute of Communication would not be possible. 

Ladies and Knights, let us all welcome them with a big 

round of applause: the ICOMM Gurus. 

JAMIE:  So how were the previous semesters titas? Any luck? 

DANICA:  Oh. It was supposed to be fine until it became, not. 

SAMSARA: I learned a lot of things these semesters, just like 

replacing my blood with coffee after drinking tons of 

caffeine. So thank you Kopiko 78 and the vending 

machine provider at school! You kept my body alive. 

JAMIE:  but finally, after all those sleeplessness, revision 

of thesis, late night productions, on the spot 

editing, and rejected ads, the work is over.  

JEO: me? I learned how to be an owl. Because I barely 

slept. Really. Look at my eyebags, they’re alive and 

saying hi to you. Ginagalingan ko masyado ang 

pagpapalaki sa eyebags ko this sem.  

DANICA:  But I know na ginalingan din ng ating fellow ICOMM 

people ang kanilang performances this past semester. 

So tonight is the time to celebrate and reward your 

sacrifices for the past 10 months. 

JAMIE:  To all the nominees out there, alam namin na 

ginalingan niyonglahat. And as the hit movie say, May 

the odds be ever in your favor.  
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JEO: We know you’re all excited and thrilled for the awards 

and recognition so sit back, relax and enjoy the 

night. We all got your back.  

(SPECIAL AWARDS) 

JAMIE:  Let us start off with the Special Recognitions.  

JEO:  To our awardees, please stand up when your names are   

called to be recognized.  

SAM:  AdSpeak: A Student Convention on Values Advertising. 

Together with the Advertising Foundation of the 

Philippines, Colegio de San Juan de Letran annually 

conducts this event to discuss values advertising. 

DANICA:  We Stand Together Against Bullying as the Best Digital 

PSA in both Students' Choice Award and Values 

Advertising Categories;(pause) 

SAM:  Empowering Filipino Homegrown Talents as Best in 

Branded Communications (pause) 

JAMIE:  "Pagdidisiplina" which won the Best Campaign PSA for 

Students' Choice Award; (pause) 

JEO:  "Harmony" as the Best Radio PSA under the Values 

Advertising Award; (pause) 

SAM:  "Drunk Waze" for winning AdSpeak '17 Online Choice 

Awards: Best Radio PSA. (pause) 

DANICA:  The Film Development Council of the Philippines 

awarded this Letran alumnus as a Film Ambassador for 

the documentary he directed with Plan Z Productions. 

JAMIE:  The documentary “Sukat” also bagged the Philippine 

Student Quill Top Award, Holcim Philippine Award of 

Excellence and won as the Los Angeles Philippines 

International Film Festival Best Short Film.  

JEO:  Let us give a round of applause to Film Ambassador and 

Sukat director, Jai-Re Louise Liwanag. (pause) 

SAM:  Annually, Araw Values Awards holds an awarding for 
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Outstanding Advertising crafts, and Letran continually 

bags awards from this award giving body for 

advertising excellence in the student category. 

DANICA:  Here is Araw Values Award 3rd placers “Siya ang 

Sagot”. (pause) 

JAMIE:  Adamson University’s Silip@Lente Awards acknowledged 

the documentary “Kapos” and “Lunas” for bagging the 

Realifilm Award of Virtue, RealiFilm Silver Award, 

Saint Vincent De Paul Award and Cinematography Award.  

JEO:  Here is Realifilm Award of Virtue recipient “Kapos”. 

(pause) 

SAM:  RealiFilm Silver Award, Saint Vincent De Paul Award 

and Cinematography Award recipient “Lunas”. (pause) 

DANICA:  Cabangunay’s team also bagged an Honorable Mention in 

the 28th Gawad CCP Para sa Alternatibong Pelikula at 

Video for the documentary “Lunas”. (pause) 

JAMIE:  Pasig River Rehabilitation Commission held its Blog 

Feature Writing contest last September 30, granting 

the 1st place to a Letranite. 

JEO:  The Blog Feature Writing champion Coleen Nevado. 

(pause) 

JAMIE:  Being a home to Holcim awards, ICOMM continually 

brings home trophies from this award giving body and 

this year, Letran added up more numbers in its 

collection. 

JEO: “Send A Child To School” bagged the Holcim Philippines 

Special Award For Sustainability and Awards of 

Excellence (pause) 

SAM:  AdSpeak 2015: Values Power Up for winning the Award of 

Excellence(pause) 

JAMIE: “Beep Beep” for bagging the Award of Merit (pause) 

JEO: “Dating Tagpuan” for winning the Award of Merit 
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(pause) 

SAM: “Lupang Sinilangan” for bagging the Award of Merit. 

(pause) 

DANICA: CATHOLIC MASS MEDIA AWARDS are annually given by the 

Archdiocese of Manila to student and professional 

media outputs that exhibit and uphold Filipino and 

Christian values.  

JAMIE:  Here are the CMMA awardees let’s give them a big hand. 

JEO:  “Stop The Sale” for winning Best Student Print  

PSA. (pause) 

SAM:  “Wow Genie” for bagging Best Student Radio PSA.(pause) 

DANICA:  “Yapak” for winning the Best TV Production. (pause) 

JAMIE:  “Yapak” was also recognized in the recent Indie Unfilm 

at De la Salle University-Taft as Best TV Documentary. 

(pause) 

JEO:  Philippine Business for Social Progress commemorated 

National Tuberculosis Day and held a short filmmaking 

competition where Letranites placed second for their 

entry “Isang Laro”.   

SAM:  Let us give a warm hand to “Isang Laro” (PAUSE)   

JAMIE: The Rotary Circuit of Makati had its Rotary PSA 

Festival 2016 and awarded the video “Common Colds” 4th 

place in the stint.  

DANICA: To hand the certificates of recognition let us welcome 

the Office of Student Welfare and Development Director 

Asst. Prof. Catherine Sanchez.   

(EXIT HOSTS)  

(MAM CATHY GO UP) 

VO:  Let us call on stage, PSA Festival Recognition 

awardee, Earl Aloro.  

  (EXIT EARL) 

VO: Junior Photoworld Cup 2016, Canon awarded Letran 
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Knight Snap as the School of the Year for winning 3 

posts for the competition. 

VO:  Let us call on stage, Junior Photoworld Cup 6th 

placer, Paul Sugano for his entries “Royal and 

Pontifical” and “Spiral of Life”. (pause) 

  (EXIT PAUL) 

VO:  Let us call on to the stage, Junior Photoworld Cup 7th 

placer, Alfonso Tamondong for his entry “Shapes and 

Forms”.  

  (EXIT MAM CATHY AND ALFONSO) 

  (FATHERS GO UP) 

VO: To hand the Best in Cultural Affairs award, let us 

welcome the Vice President for the Financial Affairs, 

Father Lauro de Dios of the Order of Preachers. 

VO: Presenting the award is Patricia Loi Panaligan. 

  (EXIT FATHER LARRY AND SAM) 

  (FATHER VIC GO UP) 

VO: To hand the Best Student Athlete award, let us call on 

Athletics Moderator Father Victor Calvo of the Order 

of Preachers. 

VO: Presenting the award is Gene Jizmundo. 

  (EXIT FATHER VIC AND AWARDEE) 

VO:  To hand the General Education awards, let us call on 

the dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 

Asst. Prof. Darwin Rungduin. 

VO:  Upang itanghal ang Pinakamahusay sa Pagbasa at 

Pagsulat Tungo sa Pananaliksik, ating inaanyayahan si 

Von Santos. 

VO:  Presenting the Best in Technical Writing is last 

year’s awardee, Amabelle Sanga. 

VO:  Para presentar el premio al Mejor en Español Básico, 

damos la bienvenida a la beca del año pasado, señorita 
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Cathereene Calungsud. 

(PRESENTER: Y lo mejor de este año en premio español básico va 

a.... Enhorabuena!) 

VO:  Presenting the Best in Philippine Literature award is 

Lester Rebleza. 

  (EXIT DEAN AND AWARDEE) 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

DANICA: Congratulations to our Special Recognition and General 

Education awardees. Those awards are well deserved 

after your sacrifices.  

JAMIE: Students with exceptional intellect and faithfulness 

to the Colegio also deserve to merit exceptional 

honors. And to award the Quadricentennial pin to our 

gold and silver loyalty awardees, let us welcome 

Rector and President, Father Clarence Victor Marquez 

of the Order of Preachers 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

  (RECTOR GO UP) 

VO: Let us give a warm round of applause to the Silver 

Loyalty awardee, Rubinette Barrios Pasion.  

VO:  The Silver Loyalty award is given to the student who  

  finished his or her secondary education and collegiate 

  studies in the Colegio. 

   (EXIT RUBINETTE) 

VO:  Let us give a big hand to the Gold Loyalty Awardee, 

  Elmer Jerald Reynoso Ferrer. 

VO:  The Gold Loyalty award is given to a student who   

  finished his or her basic education, secondary   

  education and collegiate degree in the Colegio.   

   (EXIT FATHER RECTOR AND ELMER) 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

JEO: College life demands a lot of work, effort and 
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patience and standing out among others is something 

worth giving recognitions to.  

 To award the Quadricentennial pin to the Academic 

Distinction award, let us welcome the Vice President 

for the Administration and Executive Vice President, 

Father Boyd Sulpico of the Order of Preachers and 

Father Lauro de Dios of the Order of Preachers. 

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

  (FATHERS GO UP) 

VO:  Let us welcome, our Academic Distinction Awardee: 

  Samsara Alarcon Go.     

VO:  An Academic Distinction award is given to a student  

  whose General Weighted Average is 90%, with no grade  

  lower than 83%.  

   (FATHERS AND SAM EXIT) 

   (DEAN CABRAL GO UP) 

VO: Following Academic Distinction are the Honorary 

students.  

VO:  To award the Quadricentennial pin for the Cum Laude/s, 

  let us welcome with a warm round of applause, the Vice 

  President for Academic Affairs, Associate Prof.   

  Cristina Castro-Cabral. 

VO: Let us welcome, the Honorary awardees Marvin Guballo 

Cabangunay. 

VO:  Cathereen Anne Pagayon Calungsud 

VO:  Mark Donnel Gabriente 

VO: and Patricia Loi Cuma Panaligan. 

VO:  A Laude is a student who has a general weighted   

  average of 91% to 93%, and must not have a grade lower 

  than 85%.   

   (DEAN CABRAL AND LAUDES EXIT) 

   (HOSTS GO UP) 
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JAMIE:  Just when we thought our creative juices are out of 

stock, there goes the creativity we never thought we 

had. And look! Everything really paid off after 

garnering numerous awards. 

SAM:  Yes, Jeo and it only proves that Letranites are really 

trained only by the best people in the industry. 

DANICA:  Behind the success of every student is a professor who 

guides them and trains them in their fullest 

potentials.  

JEO:  And before proceeding to the Knight Awards, ladies and 

Knights, without further ado, let us welcome with a 

warm round of applause, Asst. Prof. Odelon Gines, 

Inst. Irish Santos-Lorenzo and Inst. Robert Leeroy 

Lim. 

   (HOSTS EXIT) 

   (IRISH, ODEON AND LEEROY GO UP) 

IRISH: Tonight is a special night for a Knight—an alumnus of  

  the Institute of Communication who joined our roster  

  of faculty members 10 years ago. As a student in the  

  early 2000s he was active in co-curricular and extra- 

  extracurricular activities while meeting his academic  

  responsibilities. At one point he was even president  

  of the Letran Student Council. We could say that his  

faith in outcomes-based education was nurtured during 

his time as a Communication Arts major. Such belief 

and support in OBE continues to this day and he could 

speak in straight English arguing its merits or 

debating what bogs it down.  

ODELON: With his mentors, he spearheaded the then AdSpeak that 

is now a convention on values advertising, PrintADos 

that used to be Print Ads of Seniors, and Values, 

Originality, Relevance or VALOR. Therefore, it was 
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only fitting for him to land employment in an 

advertising agency even before he graduated from 

college. Yet the lure of ABS-CBN Corporation is, was, 

just irresistible as he returned to Kapamilya after a 

brief stint abroad. This “kami sa A.B.S.” brand-

loyalty has proved rewarding as he would slowly but 

surely rise from the ranks—now serving as channel head 

of Cinemo, home of the popular sit-com “Okay Ka Pare 

Ko” on A.B.S.’s digital terrestrial television.  

LEEROY:  As an iCOMM guru he continuously conceptualizes and 

implements innovative ideas—providing venues to 

showcase production theses and television dramas and 

below-the-line product activations as well as 

painstakingly previewing TV documentaries and 

demanding that his students revise, reshoot, reedit 

whenever necessary which is/was often always. At this 

point may I call on stage his favorite teachers, Prof. 

Rowena Capulong-Reyes and Asst. Prof. Eleanor Agulto 

who were, themselves, awarded for their years of 

service to iCOMM last year on the occasion of the 

Institute’s 10th year anniversary. Students, faculty 

members, guests, together with senior faculty members 

Asst. Prof. Odelon Gines and Fiscal Eugene Kho, I ask 

everyone to give a round of applause to Mark Anthony 

Mallari Awiten as we recognize his service to iCOMM—a 

service characterized by dedication, hard work, and 

integrity. 

  (GURUS EXIT) 

(HOSTS ENTER) 

DANICA:  throughout the years, our dearest ICOMM gurus never 

failed to feed us with the wits and gear us up with 

the knowledge we need as we go on with our journeys. 
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JAMIE: and with that, in behalf of all the students who 

underwent your guidance, thank you very much ICOMM 

Gurus for selflessly teaching us. 

JEO:  who would’ve thought that after letting us un-sleep 

for nights, skipping gimmicks and beating deadlines, 

they are all just giving us the idea of how the quote 

and unquote real world is like, right? 

SAM:  Sounds synonymous to hell, but yes, Sam, that’s what 

they do. They are the people behind the award winning 

entries and masterpieces of every student here in 

ICOMM. 

DANICA:  and speaking of the awards, guys, (to the audiences) 

are you ready to go up here on stage and claim your 

Knights?  

JAMIE:  are you guys ready to receive the trophy you deserve 

after 2 semesters of working hard? 

JEO:  yes? Then what are we waiting for? We wish everyone 

good luck, and let us start our awarding ceremonies 

for the evening.   

(EXIT HOSTS) 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

JAMIE: This brilliant lady has been with the Colegio for two 

decades of dedicated service and undeniably one of the 

gems of the ICOMM faculty.  

DANICA: Handing the Performance awards, let us give a warm 

round of applause to the regal lady of ICOMM,  

 Prof. Rowena Capulong-Reyes. 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO:  To present the Performance awards are Nathaniel 

Gonzales, Abby Nacion, Jenelle Carreon, Karen Juta and 

Jeremy Guinid. 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 
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SAM: We've all been through it. Memorizing countless 

premises and a bunch of authors to match with the 

perfect theory. They all come and point only to one 

name.  

JEO:  To start the Academic Distinction batch of awards, let 

us call on the undisputable mother theory herself, the 

Director of Alumni and Public Affairs, Asst. Prof. 

Jhennie Caldito Villar. 

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the Marshall McLuhan Award and Dennis 

McQuail Awards for Best in Communication Theories 

Final Paper is Paul Cadampog.  

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

JAMIE: The combination of wits and looks made this professor 

among one of the charming guru in ICOMM. 

DANICA:  To give the Developmental Communication award, let us 

welcome the charismatic professor, Asst. Prof. 

Florjanelle Tolentino. 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO:  To present the Development Communication award is JV 

Erispe. 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM: If the course Communication theories happens to have a 

sister, the subject handled by this next guru would be 

the perfect pair. Laws of Mass Media and Ethics? He 

knows them all. 

JEO:  Giving the next batch of trophies, let us call on the 

master of laws and ethics, the one and only, Fiscal 

Eugene Kho.  

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  Announcing the Laws and Ethics awards is Christine 

Tatad.  
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  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

DANICA: His passion for writing brought him wherever he is 

right now and his committed spirit is the reason 

behind ICOMM's triumph over the years. 

JAMIE:  To award the CNF trophies, let us give a warm welcome 

the king of this empire, the one and only director of 

the Institute of Communication, His Royal Highness, 

Asst. Prof. Norberto D. Bana III.  

  (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO:  To present the CNF Awards are Fidel Feria, Nathaniel 

Mariano, Khat dela Cruz and last year’s awardee, 

Miguel Alcantara.  

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

JEO: This professor is a Third Order Dominican Brother and 

teaches under ICOMM faculty. 

SAM:  To hand the Photojournalist award is Inst. Davy Chioa.  

(SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the Photojournalist of the Year, let us 

welcome Pamela Bangayan. 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

DANICA: This next guru was a former Editor in Chief of The 

Lance, a Journalism alumna and now a part of the ICOMM 

faculty.  

JAMIE:  To hand the next batch of trophies, let us call on,   

Journalism's favorite, Inst. Erickson Beco. 

       (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT)    

VO:  Presenting the Journalism awards are Roma 

Mangahas,Sophia Geslani and Syla Basa. 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

JEO: This guru expressed his love for writing and is now a 

part of the Philippine Star editorial board and ICOMM 

family as well.  
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SAM: To hand the next batch of trophies is Asst. Prof.  Leo 

Laparan II. 

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO: Presenting the Journalism awards are Angela Magat and 

Khia Cipriano. 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

JAMIE: This professor has his own way of getting along with 

his students that is why there is no doubt that people 

love this affable and stylish ICOMM guru.  

DANICA:  To hand the Photography awards, let us give a big hand 

to this exceptional photography enthusiast and devoted 

professor, Inst. Jaime Misalucha. 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT)  

VO:  To present the Photography awards are Hanz Castillo, 

last year’s awardees Renz Soriano, Maricar Visperas 

and Deryll Villaflor. 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM: Getting a Yes from the girl you are courting is sweet, 

but receiving a Yes and a signature of this professor 

in your thesis is sweeter than romance.  

JEO:  To hand the next batch of awards would be the master 

of research papers of the Broadcasting and Journalism 

majors; the reason behind the bitter-sweet journey of 

our theses. Let us all give a big hand to Asst. Prof. 

Jonalou Labor. 

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO: To present the Research awards are Jayson Mesina and 

(name). 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

DANICA: This next guru did not let us miss out how hard it is 

to publish an entire eight-paged newspaper, a brochure 

and create our own creative CVs with only Adobe 
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InDesign as our gears.  

JAMIE:  To hand the Desktop Publishing Awards, let us call on 

this lady behind the newspapers of every Communication 

and Journalism Juniors. Let us give a big hand to the 

beautiful ICOMM guru, Inst. Ronalyn Regino. 

  (tingin sa FDs, like there's a conflict) 

DANICA: We're sorry to say this, but Mam Ron is not around. 

But although she couldn't make it, she made sure 

someone would represent in her behalf. Awarding the 

DTP trophies, here is the doppelganger of Mam Ron- 

Excellance 2016's co-writer, Desiree Pore.  

  (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT)  

VO:  To present the DTP awards is Alex Martinez. 

(SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

JEO: This man is probably one of the professors who made 

sure we don't take his subject for granted. 

SAM:  Awarding the next set of trophies, let us give a big 

hand to the man behind every Communication Juniors’ 

and Seniors’ unsigned thesis, Asst. Prof. Odelon 

Gines. 

(SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  Presenting the Communication Research awards are Hanna 

Calanog, Aldrich Docor, Angelica Cosme and Isabel 

Alves. 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM:  And that was only the start of our celebration for 

tonight guys but the Oscars atmosphere is already 

heightening. Wow! 

JEO:  Actually, Jamie, our head start for this evening only   

proves how everyone in ICOMM exerted their hearts and 

utmost efforts for this academic year. This is more 

than the Oscar levels.  
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SAM:  but for now, here’s a little something to cheer up 

your spirits.  

JEO:  Let’s take a break for a while, folks. To bring us 

some good music for tonight, let us all welcome BIG 

MIX!.  

(SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

(INTERMISSION-SOPOMORES) 

 (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

JAMIE:  Thank you very much, BIG MIX for that wonderful 

number. Danica, do you think, if I also stand right 

here, I’d sing as good as them? 

DANICA:  And that’s what you call self-confidence, ladies and 

knights.  

JAMIE:  but kidding aside, that’s what you really call 

“singing”. Good music plus the right tone, yes? 

DANICA:  Yes, Jaime. But could this also be the right night for 

you guys to have your Knight awards?  

JAMIE:  that’s for us all to find out. For now, this is the 

right time to resume our award giving ceremony again, 

so let’s roll it! Tita Danica? 

DANICA: She is a newbie in the faculty of ICOMM but she 

definitely is one of the favorites of the Advertising 

majors in the Colegio. 

JAMIE:  To hand the Advertising awards, let us call on the 

Marketing Communications Manager of Linden Suites and 

UST alumnus, Asst. Prof. Bianca Dela Merced. 

(DANICA & JAIME EXIT) 

VO:  To present the first batch of Advertising awards is 

Sophia Sioco. 

VO:  To present the next set of Advertising awards are 

Janille Go and last year’s awardee, Samsara Go. 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP)  
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JEO: This guru is the man with a mind full of artistic 

ideas and produces concepts beyond his lines. A 

professor well known for his bold personality. 

SAM:  Continuing the Advertising awards for this year, let 

us give a warm round of applause to Inst. Ricky 

Gonzales. 

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the next batch of Advertising awards are 

Bernice Omillo and Camille Enojado.  

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

JAMIE: The little woman with a very big heart for Public 

Relations industry and for her students in the 

Colegio. She is well loved for her cheery charisma and 

a positive attitude in life. 

DANICA:  To hand the Public Relations trophies is PR 

Practitioner and ICOMM Guru, Inst. Irish May Santos- 

Lorenzo. 

(DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO:  Presenting the Public Relations awards are Jethrommel 

Ramos and Ian Hermoso. 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM:      She’s definitely got the charms and the intellect, 

mixed with her smiley aura which makes her even more 

beautiful. 

JEO:  To hand the next batch of awards, let us call on the 

witty cum laude of her batch and now the Public 

Relations Manager of ABS CBN Lingkod Kapamilya 

Foundation, ICOMM guru, Inst. Anna Terrese Junio. 

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the next batch of Public Relations awards 

are Raven Pedron and Trisha Valenzuela.  

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 
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DANICA: Next up is an advertising alumna of ICOMM and the 

founder of the Letran Forte. He was the Blank Canvas 

Advertising House former Junior Production Head and 

Senior Creative Director. 

JAMIE:  He was also a recipient of the Philippine Student 

Quill Award last 2015, and won a bronze trophy on the 

5
th
 Philippine Tinta Awards. Ladies and Knights, to 

present the next set of awards is John Paul Madrid.  

   (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO:  To present the next set of awards is Mia Lagria.  

   (JEO AND SAM GO UP) 

JEO: This professor gave us the idea of survival in the 

crafty game of the advertising industry, living up the 

principle of “Hindi pwede ang pwede na”.   

SAM:  Going to Advertising awards, let us give a big hand to 

the Mother of the Blank Canvas Advertising House and 

the woman behind the creative ads crafted by every 

ICOMM student ,Asst. Prof. Eleanor Agulto. 

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the Advertising awards are Nichole 

Demagante, Jendy Delos Reyes and Carl Dayag. 

    (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

JAMIE: Awarding our next batch of Advertising awards was the 

former president of the Blank Canvas Advertising House 

and a Philippine Quill awardee as well. 

DANICA: To continue the awards, let us call on advertising 

alumna, Marjorie Sumaway.  

  (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO: To present the next batch of awards are Carl Dayag and 

Kevin Robles.  

   (JEO AND SAM GO UP) 
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JEO:  Hey, guys, are we good? 

SAM: Gutom na ata ulit sila, Jeo. Are you guys hungry? 

Hungry for more awards? Hungry for more Knights? 

JEO:  Don’t you worry guys. There’s still more to come. But 

for now, to satisfy your sleeping spirits, let us hear 

some sweet music from the happiest place on earth.  

SAM:  serenading us with fantasy, let us welcome  

Both:  LEEROY’S ANGELS.  

   (LEEROY’S ANGELS) 

(JEO & SAM GO UP) 

SAM:  Thank you so much Leeroy’s angels for that magical 

song number. 

JEO:  It really brought back childhood days, right? Like 

what, it’s been a couple of years when I heard the 

song A Whole New World, but it still gave the same 

feels when they sang it.  

SAM:  Really, Jeo? Or are you just like Jasmine who found 

her Aladdin? Though yours does not have any magic 

carpets, just cameras and tripods. 

JEO:  Wag mong batiin baka maudlot! I know I’m really like 

Jasmine so you don’t need to say it in public.  

SAM:  really? Do you have a tiger for a pet too, Jeo? 

JEO:  I only have the same charisma as Jasmine, but that? I 

doubt it. Look! I mean, we’re both petite and cute, 

right? Just like this charming advertising professor 

and so to give the next set of Advertising awards, let 

us call on Asst. Prof. Earl Pantoja. 

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the last set of Advertising awards is 

Angela Baltan and Oliver Mallari.  

   (HOSTS GO UP) 

SAM:  Fulfilling duties is an easy task but leaving a legacy 
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behind is work achieved by people who work hard. 

Living proof of this is Orly Punzalan. 

JEO:  Orlando “Orly” Punzalan, or “Tatang” as what his 

students fondly call him, was a veteran broadcast 

journalist and the father of dramatic actress Princess 

Punzalan and Bachelor  of Arts in Communication Arts 

Alumna Batch 2009 Meg Punzalan. 

DANICA:  Tatang was one of the original Radyo Patrol reporters 

during a time when radio was more popular than 

television. He was also the former president of the 

IBC TV network. 

JAMIE:  He was one of the powerful broadcasters who shaped and 

conquered the radio. Luckily enough, his talent and 

wisdom was passed on to his students, as he became an 

instructor here in Letran.  

SAM: To hand the Orlando Punzalan trophies, let us call on 

the spunky and the beautiful Radio Production 

professor, Inst. Rubianne Belmonte. 

  (HOSTS EXIT) 

VO:  Presenting the hand the first batch of Radio 

Production awards are Esmie Bucog and Seth Simon Liu. 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM: This Advertising alumna was the former Vice President 

of the Blank Canvas Advertising House and was one of 

the organizers of AdSpeak from 2014 to 2016. 

JEO: Continuing our awarding ceremony, let us welcome Trish 

Remigio.  

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the next batch of Radio Production awards 

is Reginald Felix.  

   (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

DANICA:  Pitching ideas for entertainment and radio 
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documentaries has never been easy because this guru 

only settles for what is best for ICOMM. 

JAMIE: To hand the last batch of Orlando Punzalan awards, let 

us welcome Inst. Robert Leeroy Lim.  

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO: Presenting the last batch of Radio Production awards 

are Christian Baña and last year’s awardee, Danica 

Gonzales. 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

DANICA: Sulyap Documentaries would not be possible without the 

efforts of this man. Together with Sir Mark and Sir 

Nic, his guidance helped the in the fulfillment of the 

award winning documentaries we produced.  

JAMIE:  To hand the Editors of the Year awards, let us give a 

big hand to the Master Editor and one of Communication 

Juniors’ favorite, ICOMM guru, Inst. Michael Domingo. 

(DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO: To present the winners are Danica Gonzales and Pao 

Mandac. 

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM: This next professor is a passionate instructor and a 

responsible family man not only for his family, but 

for his students in ICOMM. 

JEO:  Continuing the Editor awards, let us call on the 

handsome Inst. Leo Abanilla. 

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the Best Advertising AV Post Production 

Music Video, is Abbey Malvar 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

DANICA: Mondays have always been a rough day to go to school 

because of traffic and hustle. But if there is one 

thing to love about Mondays, this professor would be 
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the reason.  

JAMIE:  Awarding the TV Production trophies, here is a man who 

captivated the hearts of the ICOMM ladies and ladies 

at heart. Let us give a warm round of applause to 

Inst. Nicolas Eric Earnshaw. 

(JAMIE AND DANICA EXIT) 

VO:  To present the TV Production awards, here are Angela 

Arreglado, Jeliffe Dava and Christell Alvarez 

(SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM: A man of smiles and scripts. He is the master of radio 

and entertainment scriptwriting in the ICOMM family. 

Because of his efforts and hard work, he is now 

working in one of the big networks in the country. 

JEO:  To hand the Broadcasting awards, let us call on the 

the supportive and loving father figure of the 

Broadcasting majors, Inst. Robert Leeroy Lim.  

(SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the Broadcasting awards are Christell 

Alvarez, Brien Ventura, and Abigail Arendain. 

VO: To present the TV Category awards are Abigail Arendain 

and Gab Sarmiento  

(JAMIE AND DANICA GO UP) 

DANICA: Awarding the Sulyap trophies is no other than the man 

behind the post production activities of our 

documentaries.  

JAMIE:  Together with Inst. Robert Leeroy Lim, Inst. Michael 

Vincent Domingo and Inst. Nicolas Eric Earnshaw ,let 

us call on the favorite professor of the Junior 

Communication and Senior Broadcasting of the Colegio 

and a now the Channel Head of ABS CBN’s cable channel 

Inst. Mark Anthony Awiten.  

 (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 
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VO:  Presenting the Sulyap awards are Martin Tuaño, Leslie 

Boado and Marellah Ortiz-Luis.  

(SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM: Next is a Communication alumna who was one of the 

writers of the award winning film “Ilog Waga” which 

won the Best Film last Excellance 2016 and the 

Director of Photography for 37
th
 CMMA recipient “Hataw 

sa Katahimikan”.  

JEO:  To give the last batch of Film awards, let us call on 

38
th
 CMMA Best Radio PSA awardee, Niccolo Joshua Lopez.  

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  To present the Best Horror and Suspense Short Film and 

Best Scene Interpretation, let us hear from Earla 

Apora.  

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

DANICA: To hand the first batch of Broadfest Trophies is the 

former Editor-in-Chief of The Lance from 2011 to 2013 

and is now currently working for the Colegio. 

JAMIE: Continuing the Broadfest awards, let us welcome Anton 

Tantoco. 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO:  To present the Broadfest awards, here is Razelle De 

Guzman. 

(SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM: This Communication alumnus was one of the ICOMM 

students who brought home a trophy from Philippine 

Quill Awards where his tv documentary “Dating Tagpuan” 

received an Award of Merit.  

JEO: To hand the Broadfest trophies, let us welcome the 

first president of The MediaWorks, Walter Allen De 

Jesus.  

  (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 
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VO: To present the winners is Samantha Adora. 

  (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

DANICA: A journey of an ICOMM student is filled with loads of 

production works and two of the toughest of them are 

executing the SULYAP Docufest and BROADFEST. 

JAMIE: and this man is the culprit behind the fun, stressing 

but most importantly, an eye opener activity we all 

have been through. Continuing the Broadfest awards is 

no other than Inst. Mark Anthony Awiten.    

(DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO: To present the awards are Silka Gorres, Paula Taneo 

and Teejay Obsequio.  

  (SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

JEO: This alumnus is one of the many who brought numerous 

trophies and recognitions to the Colegio for his 

outstanding crafts and films. 

SAM:  Awarding the first batch of CinemaKnights trophies, 

let us give a big hand to the Film Ambassador and 

award-winning “Sukat” Director, alumnus Jai-re Louise 

Liwanag. 

 (SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO:  Announcing the winners for CinemaKnights is Bei Galit. 

  (JAMIE AND DANICA GO UP) 

DANICA: This ICOMM alumna is the 2nd runner-up in the 

Alberione Media Awards - Short Film Category for the 

short documentary “Thy Will Be Done”.  

JAMIE: He is also the Excellance 2015 Best CinemaKnights 

director for the short film “The Cramming”. Let us all 

welcome, Clarence Jophiel Sampang. 

(DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

VO: Presenting the next batch of CinemaKnights awards is 

Bea Odoño. 
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(SAM AND JEO GO UP) 

SAM: CinemaKnights is one of the most anticipated event of 

the Institute and without the guidance of this 

brilliant professor and his love for film, the success 

of CinemaKnights would not be possible. 

JEO: To hand the last batch of the CinemaKnights awards is 

the man behind the successful execution of this year’s 

CinemaKnights, let’s give it up for Inst. Francis Ian 

Galsim! 

(SAM AND JEO EXIT) 

VO: Presenting the last batch of CinemaKnights awards are 

Isabela Pertez, Marinelle Rago and Lie Clemente.  

(DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 

JAMIE:  Wait, wait, Danica. Did you notice something? 

DANICA:  Other than the fact that I’m beautiful, what’s that? 

JAMIE:  And the Knight for Best in….. 

DANICA: No, seriously, what is it? 

JAMIE:  The sophomores already had their performance, as well 

as the Juniors. Magpapatalo ba tayong seniors? 

DANICA:  Of course not! And now, ladies and knights, performing 

for us for the last time, let us all welcome with a 

big, big, big hand: the CA17! 

   (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

   (HOSTS GO UP) 

JAMIE:  Thank you Seniors for that performance!    

SAM:  Every journey must come to an end, and as for this 

moment, our dearest seniors are having their last 

excellence for their collegiate journey.  

JEO:  The schoolworks may be over, but I’m sure the learning 

never stops outside the four walls of Letran.  

DANICA:  As we all struggle to finish our courses, there will 

be a few people who will stand by our side and guide 
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us as we venture our way out into the real world. They 

are the ones whom we consider our second parents 

outside our homes. 

JAMIE:  Addressing the first farewell speech is a dedicated 

and passionate mother, not only to her children, but 

for the whole advertising majors in the Colegio.  

DANICA:  She is well known for the love for animals, but her 

unconditional love for her kids at Letran is truly 

immeasurable, just like her undying passion for her 

work. 

SAM:  and here she is, to give her message for the 

Advertising Seniors, the “Mommy Nuy” of Advertising 

family, Asst. Prof. Eleanor Agulto.  

   (HOSTS EXIT) 

   (SEND OFF VIDEO- ADVER) 

   (HOSTS GOUP) 

JEO:  Thank you very much Mam Nuy for your message. Next up 

is a man of strict compliance when it comes to editing 

and scripts. He may be busy for his other work 

errands, but he always makes it sure that his students 

only produce the best films.  

SAM:  He was the man behind the fulfillment of our 

successful Sulyap and Broadfest every year, and he was 

the one who made us believe that we can also produce 

award winning documentaries and films, if we just 

learn to take a step beyond our lines.  

JEO:  To deliver his message for the Broadcasting Seniors, 

let us welcome with a big hand, the favorite of 

Broadcasting people, Inst. Mark Anthony Awiten.  

   (JEO AND SAM EXIT) 

   (SEND OFF VIDEO- BROAD) 

   (DANICA AND JAMIE GO UP) 
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DANICA:  The man behind every ICOMM students’ long pages of 

handwritten outputs.He has been with the Colegio for 

11 years and still continues to make sure we know the 

Media laws and ethics by mind and by heart. 

JAMIE:  Without him, the life of any ICOMM student would not 

be as fun and complete. Delivering his heartwarming 

speech for our Communication Seniors, here is Fiscal 

Eugene Kho.  

   (DANICA AND JAMIE EXIT) 

   (SEND OFF VIDEO- COMM) 

   (HOSTS GO UP) 

SAM:   Can I ask you guys, who’s your favorite professor? 

JEO:  Well, ask Danica. She’s namedropping. 

SAM:  Yes, Danica? 

DANICA:   Of course, Jamie can answer that. Right Jamie? 

JAMIE: Wait, they’re saying a name (To the audience). Who’s 

your favorite professor again guys? 

SAM:  Of course! He is the favorite professor of all ICOMM 

students. Kung sabi sa kanta: Walang sagot sa tanong, 

well, in ICOMM, his name is the only answer to the 

question: Who’s your favorite professor? 

JAMIE:  Because of this dedicated and hands-on Chairperson, 

Letran is now one of the Best Communication School in 

the Philippines. 

DANICA:   Ladies and Knights, to say his sendoff message to the 

Journalism Seniors,let us all welcome with a big hand, 

the crown jewel of the empire, the buoyant ruler of 

this kingdom, the one and only Wizard of Oz of the 

Institute, ICOMM Chairperson 

HOSTS:  Asst.Prof. Norberto D. Bana III.  

   (HOSTS EXIT) 

   (SEND OFF VIDEO- JOURN) 
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   (HOSTS GO UP) 

SAM:  It’s been what, 4 years already? It only felt like a 

year or so when we all started our journey in the 

Colegio. Parang dati, we were the babies of our 

seniors pa but now, well, this is so inappropriate but 

yeah, it’s now our turn to bid goodbye to our alma 

mater. 

JAMIE:  well, well, well, hello to #money-less months and no 

baon days seniors! But continue soaring higher as you 

step into the outside world. 

JEO:  yes, that’s right Jamie. They will surely miss us 

around Letran, guys.  

DANICA:  But of course. Who won’t miss these faces in the 

Colegio? *points to other hosts* Especially you, Jeo. 

Someone really is going to miss you. 

JAMIE:  hmmm. really? I’ve been hearing a name from the crowd. 

yes?  

JEO:  enough of those, guys. these people want to go home 

already and the prod staff are excited for their after 

party.  

SAM:  But before we formally end this fun night, let us all 

watch this. 

   (SDE) 

DANICA:  oh well. this has been an entire night of fun and 

merriment for us all. I am Danica Gonzales, 

Broadcasting! 

SAM:  a time to commence humble beginnings for our journeys. 

I am Samsara Go, Advertising. 

JAMIE:  the moment to celebrate victory of every effort 

exerted. I am Jamie Garcesa, Journalism. 

JEO:   the night to officially conclude the paperworks and 

stress. Sophomores and Juniors, never forget to put 
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your best foot forward as you continue your collegiate 

journey. I am Jeo Velasco, Communication. and this has 

been 

ALL:  ExcelLance 2017! Vibrant in Green! Siempre Arriba, 

Siempre Letran! 

 

 

 


